NAD TLT Coordinator Networking & Training Notes
11-15-2023

**Presenter:** Pastor Tracy Wood  
**Attendees:** 30+ TLT leaders from conferences and unions around the NAD

**TLT Staff Training Operations course links:**
https://www.clubministries.org/pathfinders/tlt/

Opening Prayer

Agenda:

1. Networking – Sharing Plans from Conferences
   a. SWRC, Marice Small – we have 3 new clubs starting and the have TLTs starting in Louisiana
   b. GNYC, Rasandy – we are not able to have our October conference-wide TLT conv, so we hosted local ones. The TLTs were excited to be together.
   c. Nevada-Utah, Iso Vernon – we have had conference budget cutbacks so we were not able to host our TLT trainings. We are doing smaller local TLT trainings. It seems to be working.
   d. South Atlantic, Erroll Rosser – new conf TLT Coordinator. Learning as much as I can. Glad to be here.
   e. LRC, Angeline - we hosted out annual TLT Book Camp with 40 TLTs onsite. Gave the Mentors their assignments. Ran levels 1-3 tracks.
   f. Chesapeake, Kim – we are rebranding and recruiting our TLT program. We are expanding into new churches. We are looking forward to our TLT weekend in January. Last year we had 75 TLTs and this year we expect it to be a lot larger.

2. NAD TLT Ministry Update – BTP Camporee TLT Service Projects Planning
   a. Showed where the TLT planning pages are on the [www.Camporee.org](http://www.camporee.org) website,  
   https://www.camporee.org/experience/get-involved/volunteer/tlt-volunteers/  
   b. Contact Joel Hutchins (Potomac Conf) – for TLTs who are interested Drill & Drum Corp judging at the BTP Camporee
3. TLT Coordinator Training – Conference TLT Records
   a. Reviewed the TLT Application & Recommendation Forms (TLT Director’s Guide, pgs. 23, 24)
   b. Reviewed the TLT Record Chart (TLT Director’s Guide, pg. 40)
   c. Reviewed the TLT Instructors Information Form (TLT Director’s Guide, pg. 37)

Closing Prayer

Next Meeting – Save-the-Date

Date: Wed, Jan 17, 2024      Time: 8:00-9:30 pm (eastern)  Place: Zoom link will be provided